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Peel a vegetable/fruit

Veg peeler - hold peeler in dominant hand; hold the vegetable in the other hand. Place the peeler, with cutting edge towards the veg at the spot

where you want to start peeling. Press in till peeler catches in the skin of the vegetable, drag peeler down with the peel. 

Fruit peel - pierce the fruit skin, pull fruit skin off or down with index and middle finger

Hold the container of what you want to pour (carton of milk, bottle of juice/pitcher of water) with both hands.  Place your cup or glass on a

countertop and wait.  Bring the opening of your container close to the cup and slowly tilt the container, toward the cup, aligning the opening of the

container over the cup.  Bring your attention to balancing the liquid inside and keep tilting the container toward the cup until you see the liquid at

the opening.  You are beginning to pour.  Slowly, continue to pour the liquid into your cup.  When your cup is half full, start lifting the container back

into an upright position by tilting it back and place it on the counter. Enjoy your drink!

Pour yourself a cup of something!

Walk backwards

Place markers for 10 steps on the floor. Place a marker for the starting position. Stand with both feet together on the starting position. Prompt the

right leg (try  a gestural or tactile prompt)  to swing backward and reach the first step. Swing the left leg onto the next marker. Keep going!

Wash some dishes

Push a stopper into the sink. Fill the sink half full with warm water. Turn off the water. Squeeze dish soap on brush/sponge. Push the sponge back

and forth over the dish. Turn on the water, hold the plate under the water to rinse. Wipe off the dish with a towel. Pull the plug out of the sink

Stick out your tongue or make a face

Wiggle your tongue inside your mouth, push your tongue forward past your teeth, past your lips, all the way out of your mouth. Alternatively, use

your favorite snack, ask someone to hold it in front of your mouth to help you initiate the movement with your tongue.

Pose your body in a yoga position

Downward dog. Start with your hands and knees on the floor. Walk your knees about three inches behind your hips. Tuck your toes under and lift

the knees off the floor. Push your hips up to lift up toward the ceiling. Move your chest back toward your thighs. Hold! OM!

Army crawl

Lower yourself to the ground, face down, with your entire body flat on the floor and arms stretched forward.  Move your left arm to rest weight on

the elbow-to-wrist, and repeat with the right arm, then lift your neck and head.  Using one arm and the knee on the alternate side of the body first,

crawl forward, dragging your tummy forward.

Fold something (paper, napkin)

Napkin - Number the corners in your head, or with a washable marker. Top right is 1, top left 2, bottom right is 3, bottom left is 4. Place the napkin

flat on a surface. Fold napkin so that the corners 1 and 2 line up, repeat for  3 and 4.

Run

Just put one foot in front of the other start walking, walk faster, lifting your leg higher and higher, with a bend at the knee, go faster and GO
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Trace something

Lay or stand an object  (i.e. can of beans, a coaster, a ruler) on a sheet of paper and hold it in place with your non-dominant hand. Hold your

favourite writing instrument in your dominant hand and trace the lines at the base of the object onto the sheet.

Lie down on the floor  on your back. Lift the right side of your body shoulder, hip and leg and roll over till you are face down, on your stomach. Now

lift the left side of your body - shoulder, hip and leg till you are lying down on your back. Repeat. Keep using your strength and momentum to roll

your body along the floor, imagining you are a long wood log.

Roll your body like a log

Jumping jacks

Start in a star shape, with your two arms out to your sides and your legs spread evenly apart, sideways.  Jump and land with your feet together,

while bringing your arms down the sides of your body, in a straight position. Count 1.  Jump out to the original position of arms and legs out

sideways, then back to the straight position.  Count 2. Repeat for 5 counts.

Set the table for a meal

Count the number of people at home dining together. Count that many napkins and place one in front of each chair at the dining table.   Go to the

utensil drawer.  Count the number of people  while picking up a fork for each person, then count again while picking up a knife for each person. 

Take these to the table and place one fork and one knife on each napkin.

Put on a face mask

Stand in front of a mirror. Take the right loop of the mask, place it over your right ear. Pull the mask across your face, covering your nose, lips and

moth, place the left loop over your left ear.

Dance

Play music with a good dancing beat.  Stand up with your feet apart.  Start bobbing your head from the neck.  Start swaying side to side, moving to

the beat. Lift your arms and allow them to move freely to the music.

Play an instrument

Find an instrument.  Show us how to play it!

With your eyes only, track the beam of a flashlight on the wall

You may need a partner for this.  Get a flashlight and go into a dimly lit room.  Turn on the flashlight and move it so the beam makes slow gliding

movement around the room.  Try not to move your head and follow the flash movement with your eyes.

Blow out a candle

Move your lips into an O position and start moving toward a lit candle. When you are a foot away from the flame, stop, breathe in deeply, make the

O again and breathe out fast with force.
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Challenge yourself!  Using an agility ladder, masking tape or chalk, have your partner help you create a frame to work from, then: a) walk through it,

one foot at a time; b) jump through it using both feet; or c) hop through it with one foot.  Or do all three!

Move through Agility ladder/ Hopscotch
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Unbutton a shirt

Wearing a buttoned shirt, look down at your top button.  Pinch it on one side with your thumb and index finger.  Then, pinch and tug your shirt with

the opposite thumb and index finger, on the opposite side of that button.  The two hands should feel the resistance when you pull them apart,

holding the shirt on one side and the button on the other.  Pulling the shirt out, push the button through its buttonhole.

Rinse and spit

Take a sip of water from a cup. Keep it in your mouth without swallowing. Swish the water back and forth and around. Lean over a sink till your chin

is over it. Open your mouth and spit the water out.

Cross your midline (windmill arms, touch your opposite toes)

Stand in a star shape. Bending at the waist, touch your left hand to your right knee/toe. Straighten up and repeat with your right and and left

knee/toe

Ride something with wheels.

Find a bike where, when you sit, the tips of your toes reach the ground. Sit on the bike, ask your partner to hold the seat behind you and the handle

bar in front. Put your feet on the pedals, ask your partner to jog along as you pedal.  When your bike gathers speed ask them to let go. If you lose

balance, reach one or both feet to the ground and stabilize. Repeat till you can ride solo.

Play air guitar

Pretend to hold a guitar.  With your dominant hand pretend to hold the neck of the air guitar.  Move your other hand, up and down around the

middle of your stomach as if you were strumming. If you want, move your head around as you strum! Rock on with your bad self!

Plant a seedling

Find an empty planter, fill it to half with soil. Take the seedling you are going to plant out of its container. Gently shake of excess soil. Place in the

half filled planter, fill the rest of the pot with soil. Water the plant gently.

Boil an Egg

Fill a pot with water. Place an egg gently inside. Put it on the stove and turn on the stove. Ask a partner to be around for safety. When the water

starts boiling, turn off the water. Let the egg rest in the water for 9 minutes. Take it out and place on the counter top to cool. When cool, peel

SHOW US YOUR AMAZINGSMILE!

Stand in front of a mirror. With the forefinger of each hand, place each finger tip at the edges of your mouth where the upper and lower lip meet.

Pull that edge upward towards the ear. Do this a couple of times, now smile without the prompt.
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Take a pair of socks (it may be good to use a loose pair).  Align them so their silhouettes match. Starting at the two toes and pressing them together,

slowly roll the socks in one direction, until you end at the tops of the socks.  Take one sock opening and stretch it open, folding the opening back like

an open mouth, and have it swallow the rolled up ball of socks.

Roll up a pair of socks
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